
Upset with his new routine, but obeying his mom, João went straight to 

the tank, washed his hands, took off his shoes and entered home. However, he 

was very excited to play with his toys in his bedroom. So when his mom got 

distracted washing the products she had bought, João Pedro sneaked into his 

room. He changed his clothes to pretend that he had taken a shower and star-

ted to play. 

Suddenly, João Pedro heard noises coming from his window. He opened 

the window excited looking for a bird, but was surprised by the super-heroine 

“Mascarada”. The woman was floating. One of her powers was to decrease or 

increase her size to pass through places without touching anything. That is 

how she entered João’s room by the window.



João Pedro and his mom went to the market near their house. Soon upon 

arriving, João Pedro noticed something different. To enter the market, he and 

his mom had to stand on a line marked on the floor, a meter away from other 

people.

When they got to the beginning of the line, a friendly security guard used 

a magic stuff that, when pointed to his forehead, quickly measured his tempe-

rature. 

"Better than the thermometer that mommy puts under my arm when I get 

sick" thought the little boy.

The security guard also put alcohol in gel on his  and  his mother's hand. 
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João didn't like masks at all.  He couldn't see the people's smile, everybody 

wore masks. He was very annoyed by his mask because it was itchy, but his 

mommy said it was to protect him.
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only play after you take a shower! 

João Pedro was angry with the new rules that he needed to follow. He 

couldn't  hug his friends when he saw them on the street, he couldn't take his 

dog for a walk, he couldn't go out without a mask and not even touch any-

thing on his own house! His mom was always saying to him:
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mommy said it was to protect him.

Pedro, as soon as you get home, go take a shower!

The little boy didn't even know who this villain was. The one that 

everybody was talking about on television. João didn't understand why 

everybody was so terrified by the COVID. “We can't even see it! A cockroach 

is more terrifying than that!” He used to think.
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“Mascarada”. The woman was floating. One of her powers was to decrease or 
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Upset with his new routine, but obeying his mom, João went straight to 

the tank, washed his hands, took off his shoes and entered home. However, he 

was very excited to play with his toys in his bedroom. So when his mom got 

distracted washing the products she had bought, João Pedro sneaked into his 

room. He changed his clothes to pretend that he had taken a shower and star-

ted to play. 

The little boy was full of excitement, staring at the super-heroine who 

came back to her normal size in the middle of his room. When she was alrea-

dy big again, the lady gently said:

- Hello, João Pedro! I'm sorry, I didn't mean to scare you, my name is 

Macarada! I came here to help you.

Suddenly, João Pedro heard noises coming from his window. He opened 

the window excited looking for a bird, but was surprised by the super-heroine 

“Mascarada”. The woman was floating. One of her powers was to decrease or 

increase her size to pass through places without touching anything. That is 

how she entered João’s room by the window.

- Hey! How do you know my name? - asked the curious boy.

- Knowing all children's name is one of my powers, João. But now we 

don't have enough time! We have to end quickly with the COVID-19, the 

covillain.

João was disappointed. Even this super-heroine Mascarada was talking 

about that Covid? He thought she was a cool heroine! Like those in the 

movies or comic books who fight against the bad guys. 

But João didn't have time to complain. Mascarada raised her hands and from 

them came jets of soapy water!
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The jets soaked the little boy, forming a puddle right under his foot. The 

heroine bent down and called him to look at the puddle more closely. She remo-

ved from her pocket a type of magnifying glass that she gave to João Pedro 

asking him to use it to look at the puddle.

João looked a little suspicious and soon got scared! In the middle of all 

that water on the floor there were several round pets with things that looked like 

spikes around them. Like little monsters, they were scary. João looked again 
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smaller, and smaller, until there was only soap left in the water.  All of them 

were gone!
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the window excited looking for a bird, but was surprised by the super-heroine 

“Mascarada”. The woman was floating. One of her powers was to decrease or 

increase her size to pass through places without touching anything. That is 
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Mascarada stood up and picked up a towel that was hanging in the corner 

of the room. She threw the towel at the boy while explaining:

- João, those tiny things that you saw in the water were Covids that were 

on your skin! But don't worry, a good soap can kill any Covid! That's why now 

you just need to dry yourself.

- Ew! Those tiny things were in me? I can not believe that Covid really 

exist! How could I have never seen them before? - asked the boy while he was 

drying up.(
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the tank, washed his hands, took off his shoes and entered home. However, he 

was very excited to play with his toys in his bedroom. So when his mom got 

distracted washing the products she had bought, João Pedro sneaked into his 

room. He changed his clothes to pretend that he had taken a shower and star-

ted to play. 

- The Covillain is super tiny João! You can only see it using my ultra-mag-

nifying glasses or else, if you're a scientist. They use devices called electron 

microscopes to learn all about the terrible "virulent squad"! 

- Virulent squad? So are there a lot of them? I wanna know everything 

about them!

- I have an idea! Do you want to travel to get to know them more closely? 

- Of course I want to! - the boy responded excited.

Suddenly, João Pedro heard noises coming from his window. He opened 

the window excited looking for a bird, but was surprised by the super-heroine 

“Mascarada”. The woman was floating. One of her powers was to decrease or 

increase her size to pass through places without touching anything. That is 

how she entered João’s room by the window.
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So Mascarada held the hands of João Pedro and, in the blink of an eye, the 

two were decreasing in size until they were tiny! For a second João could not 

see anything due to the darkness of the place where they were. But when he got 

used to the low light, he realized he was in a totally different place from his 

room! Everything around him was very dirty and weird. The boy felt he'd seen 

that place before, he just didn't know where… 
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- Wowwwww, what strange place is this Mascarada? It's like we're on ano-

ther planet!

- We didn't go that far, João! We didn't change the planet, country, neither 

city. We're at the sole of your shoe. When you went to the market, several viru-

ses moved underneath it, so now we are here, the same size as them, to learn 

everything!

The boy and the super-heroine then started walking, looking for a virus 

they could talk to. They walked for a long time until they found a group of little 

round viruses with several  thorns.
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- This isn’t a place for tiny humans to come in! The Covids suddenly 

came out and robbed our house. We're not going to let anyone else in- said the 

virus that was in the middle of the group. 

- But we don't need to come in. Can we just talk a little with you?- Asked 

the Mascarada.

The group started laughing. "Haha I have never seen this before. Two 

humans, with the Flu wanting to talk" Despite the laughter, the group leader 

began to sing:  

 

I'm the Flu and along with my bros

I contaminate everyone, animals and humans, everybody knows

I bring cough, stuffy nose that it's not desired

Pain in the body and I make you get tired

Then you'd better go, let's not talk 

Otherwise I'm going to have to scare you, so go with your friend for a walk

João Pedro thought all that was very silly. “Scare me? Nobody's afraid of 

the  flu. After all, everyon  you just need to rest, drink a lot of water and take 

care that the flu goes away quickly.” thought the boy.
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- This isn’t a place for tiny humans to come in! The Covids suddenly 

came out and robbed our house. We're not going to let anyone else in- said the 

virus that was in the middle of the group. 

- But we don't need to come in. Can we just talk a little with you?- Asked 

the Mascarada.

The group started laughing. "Haha I have never seen this before. Two 

humans, with the Flu wanting to talk" Despite the laughter, the group leader 

began to sing:  

 

I'm the Flu and along with my bros

I contaminate everyone, animals and humans, everybody knows

João then noticed another group approaching. The boy already knew 

them because he had seen them in the puddle in his room: the Covillains.

I bring cough, stuffy nose that it's not desired

Pain in the body and I make you get tired

Then you'd better go, let's not talk 

Otherwise I'm going to have to scare you, so go with your friend for a walk

João Pedro thought all that was very silly. “Scare me? Nobody's afraid of 

the  flu. After all, everyon  you just need to rest, drink a lot of water and take 

care that the flu goes away quickly.” thought the boy.

- Look, Mascarada, it's the Covids - said João.

The flu viruses started to run and scream, scared. It didn't look like the group 

that was trying to scare humans a few minutes ago. They were terrified.

- Look what we have here. The flus, scared again. - said one of the 

Covids laughing when they were already near the flus that remained.

- You can't make fun of us like that, Covillain! Did you know that some 

humans confuse flu with Covid? So you're not as strong as you think - said 

the Flu leader. 

 - But that's impossible!  

Us, Covids, love to travel looking for a crowd 

That's why we've been to Japan, Brazil and Portugal

If a Covid finds you, it'll stick in your hand 

Until in the mouth or eyes you touch

So we are going to come in and say "hey"

Leaving you with a high fever, cough and shortness of breath 

All these symptoms the flu can't give you 

Besides, it takes longer to get rid of us! HAHAHA
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After Covillain’s speech, it all became a real mess. The viruses pushed, 

screamed and argued with each other. 

João was getting scared by that situation, so he took The Mascarada's 

hand and asked her to get him out of that place. In a matter of seconds, the 

boy and his friend began to increase and the viruses crowd got smaller and 

less noisy, until the two returned to their normal sizes. This time, they were 

outside the boy's house, along with the shoes. 

- It's a shame that this virulent squad is such a brawler. They argued so 

much, they didn't even pay attention to us. Do you have any more questions 

for me, João? 

The boy thought for a long time. In fact, João had loved the ride. He 

even thought it was funny to meet the bully flu. But the most important thing 

is that he had finally understood why his mother was right. João realized that 

the Covillain was very dangerous and was making many people sick, but he 

was  not afraid of Covid, because he had understood a lot of other things, too. 
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for me, João? 

The boy thought for a long time. In fact, João had loved the ride. He 

The little boy now understood that alcohol and soap served to drive out 

the villain, since we never know if he is there or not and understood that 

everyone had to wear a mask to protect themselves and others.

He learned about the flu, so Covid wasn't the only villain. But Covid 

loved a crowd, so if he saw a lot of people together, he'd want to be around 

them, too. So it would be better to stay calm at home where the Covillain does 

not pass! 

 João had only one more question:

- Mascarada, how much longer is this Covillain going to last? Can't you 

even thought it was funny to meet the bully flu. But the most important thing 

is that he had finally understood why his mother was right. João realized that 

the Covillain was very dangerous and was making many people sick, but he 

was  not afraid of Covid, because he had understood a lot of other things, too. 
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use your powers to wipe them out? 

- I'm one person, João. I can't end up with all Covids alone. - the heroine 

gently explained- So my mission is to help kids who need me, like you, and 

make sure everyone understands exactly what they have to do to kick out the 

Covillain, so you all become superheroes and heroines too! Besides, do you 

remember the scientists with microscopes I told you about? - asked Mascara-

da.

- Of course I remember! They study everything about the Covillains. - 

answered João Pedro proudly. 

- That's right! They also study to make a vaccine for Covid, and when 

they do, we will all be protected. They are also amazing heroes.
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Then, the Mascarada's outfit began to shine and the name "Isabella" 

flashed in front of her blouse. João realized then that this is how the heroine 

knew the names of all the children. 

- Well, it looks like another kid needs my help now. That means it's time 

for me to leave. 

- But will you come back someday? - asked João Pedro, trying not to be 

sad. 

- I have many people to help but I can come back one day to visit you, 

alright? 

The boy agreed with his head, he and Mascarada said goodbye and then 

she flew towards the sky.
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Then João entered the house, wiped his feet on a cloth that stood at the 

entrance and put  hand sanitizer on his hand before going to talk to his mother. 

- Hi son! Where were you? I'm done cleaning the products now. 

- I was in my shoe, Mom. I found out a lot of things about Covid. 

- In your shoe? You are funny, João. And what did you find out? - his 

mom asked while laughing.

 João explained everything:

 

I found out that the Covillain is  very, very boring 

He bothers everybody, even the shoe viruses, he's so annoying!

But it's not that hard to solve this problem

Just leave it clean and not get out of quarantine

The mask is a shield so we should always wear it

And on the hands  much alcohol in gel and soapy water pass 

So the Covillain will never bother us again! 

João's mother clapped. She was very proud that her son understood 

everything so well. 

- Mom, you haven't taken a shower yet, right? This is very important! Go 

to the shower and I will organize everything. 

João's mother then went to the bathroom, grateful for having such a 

careful little boy. Her super hero.
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